Try our crossword puzzle based on one of our Web articles. You can learn more about this topic when you read the article *Making Life Crystal Clear* Web address below.
(askabiologist.asu.edu/explore/making-life-crystal-clear)
SOLUTION

1. POSTHUMOUS
2. ATOMS
3. CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
4. VIRUS
5. SYMMETRY
6. HELIX
7. RADIATION
8. SCAVENGER HUNT
9. RNA
10. DIFFRACTION
11. WAVE
12. UNIQUE
13. PROTEIN
14. MOLECULE
15. DNA
16. NOBEL
17. X-RAY
18. FRANKLIN
19. HUMERUS
20. CRYSTAL

This solution above will let you see how well you did with the puzzle. Try some of the other puzzles at the Ask A Biologist website listed below.